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Prince lionheart wipe warmer pop instructions

"We made the first appliance style wipes warmer in 1996 and the we've been warming bottoms ever since. Sure, a warm wipe feels better than a cold one, but if you don't believe us, perhaps you will when your baby winces when you use a cold wipe on her bottom, or when your toddler is able to say, ""Brrr, that's cold."" After all, we adults use warm
water to wet shave or to wash our faces without even thinking about it. Yes, warm water feels better than cold, but we also know that using warm water allows pores to remain open, resulting in a closer shave or more effective (and comfortable) face wash. Cold water simply causes pores to shut, simple as that. Why go cold on a baby's bottom? It just
doesn't make sense from a comfort or hygiene perspective. Dirty diapers are warm environments and the pores are open. When you wipe with a cold wipe, it causes pores to close and traps the bacteria rather than allowing them to remain open for a more hygienic clean. We want the cleanest clean for Baby's bottom - no diaper rash - and want a
diaper change to feel good, especially during the 3am changes. EVERYBODY loves a warm wipe.™ Prince Lionheart's Wipes Warmer POP! warms any disposable pop-up baby wipe while giving a nursery a stylish pop of color. Keeps wipes fresh, warm and moist. Bottoms up! Add a pop of color to your nursery from the #1 seller of wipes warmers,
worldwide Features the patented everFRESH System® and Pillowcase to keeps wipes moist, fresh and non-browning EPA-approved anti-microbial prevents mold growth in the wipes warmer Disposable wipes easily pull through top lid dispenser Accommodates ~80-100 disposable wipes, depending on the wipes Included: Wipes Warmer, Low Voltage
Adapter, Ever-Fresh® System Replacement Pillow & Pillowcase Do baby wipe warmers dry out wipes? Do wipe warmers cause bacteria? Is a wipe warmer worth it? How do you heat baby wipes without a warmer? Is there a battery operated wipe warmer? What is the best baby wipes warmer? Can wipe warmers cause diaper rash? Can you use cloth
wipes in a wipe warmer? How do you use a Dex baby wipe warmer? How do you set up a Munchkin mist wipe warmer? The Prince Lionheart company makes a wide range of products for your baby's nursery, including a warming dispenser for disposable wipes 12. The "Wipes Warmer" and the "Ultimate Wipes Warmer" are both designed to gently
warm up disposable wipes 2. Both models use the same set of simple instructions. Remove the unit from its packaging. Plug the power cord into an electrical outlet connected to a 110 to 120 volt circuit. The power light on the wipes warmer will turn on once the cord has been plugged in correctly to an acceptable circuit. Press the button on the top of
the unit to open. Place your preferred brand of wipes into the tub; the unit is designed to hold roughly 80 to 100 wipes at a time. Allow the unit three hours to warm up to its standard operating temperature. Clean the unit periodically with a clean, non-abrasive wipe. Unplug the unit from its power source before cleaning. Always place the unit on a
flat, solid surface for best results. Do not immerse the unit in water or any other liquid to clean, as this poses the risk of electrical shock and damage to the unit. The heat and moisture used in the Wipes Warmer system may cause discoloration or water damage to surfaces on which it is placed. References Tips Always place the unit on a flat, solid
surface for best results. Warnings Do not immerse the unit in water or any other liquid to clean, as this poses the risk of electrical shock and damage to the unit. The heat and moisture used in the Wipes Warmer system may cause discoloration or water damage to surfaces on which it is placed. Photo Credits Jupiterimages/Goodshoot/Getty Images If
there’s one conundrum you’ll run into as a parent, it’s how to choose the best for your kids. There are so many choices out there, and you want to be thoughtful about yours. Even when it comes to finding the best wipe warmer, you want the best for your baby. So what should you consider when you’re choosing a wipes warmer? Temperature is clearly
important—your wipes shouldn’t be too hot or too cold—but you should also consider a few other things to ensure your baby stays as safe, clean, and comfortable as possible. Choosing the Best Wipe Warmer for You Even wipes warmers can get complicated. Let us break it down for you so that you know what to look for. In the end, you want to feel
good about using your wipes warmer again and again, and it should help you get a dirty job done. The best wipe warmer will: Keep your wipes from getting dry or discolored Maintain a comfortable temperature Keep your wipes clean and sanitary Be safe enough to leave on, worry free Make diaper changes easier any time of day How Does A Wipes
Warmer Work? Opening a pack of wipes is easy, but add a warming device, and there’s a lot more to think about. Wipes warmers work by warming baby wipes from the top or bottom to make them more comfortable for your baby. You probably don’t enjoy cold showers or shaving with icy water, and Baby doesn’t appreciate chilly wipes on their
bottom. Cold wipes are startling and uncomfortable, especially at 3am. A wipes warmer makes the diaper changing process more enjoyable for all, particularly when you’re tired, and Baby needs to drift back to sleep. Just pop your favorite wipes in the wipes warmer, let them warm up, and you’re ready to go! Do Baby Wipe Warmers Grow Bacteria?
As though diaper changes weren’t already a grubby business, now you have to worry about bacteria? Unfortunately, yes. Wipes warmers can create the perfect environment for bacteria and fungi to grow, and the presence of extra bacteria can lead to some seriously nasty diaper rashes. No one wants that. When you’re choosing the best wipe warmer,
research how the warmers in the running combat bacterial growth. Some wipes warmers use a UV light system, while others use a chemical formula or antimicrobial additives. Still others require frequent cleaning to fight bacteria and fungi buildup. Find out what antibacterial methods are used by the wipes warmers you’re considering before making
your choice. The Best Wipe Warmer Makes Your Life Easier You want the best for your baby, and so do we. That’s why Prince Lionheart created our latest wipes warmers using everything we’ve learned since creating our first wipes warmer in 1998. Our wipes warmers are innovative and user friendly, but most importantly, they make diaper changes
easier. These are the best wipe warmers we’ve made yet, but we’re most proud that they make your life, and Baby’s life, better. Your baby stays comfy and happy, making diaper changes as smooth as possible, even at 3am. Our wipes warmers are designed to provide comfort, safety, and one-handed access to wipes for your kids, because as we know:
Kids are messy. So is parenting.® We wanted to create more than just a wipes warmer, though. Our wipes warmer helps you take care of your kids by protecting them from the bacteria and fungi that can live on your wipes. If it didn’t occur to you that bacteria might creep its way into your wipe container, don’t worry; you’re not alone. Even if you
weren’t aware that wipes warmers could harbor bacteria, we were, and in our quest to create the best wipe warmer possible, we designed a wipes warmer that combats this issue. With our wipes warmer, it doesn’t ever have to occur to you again. Because a warm, moist environment is just right for growing bacteria or fungi like staph or yeast, most
wipes warmers create the ideal environment for that bacteria and fungi to flourish. Not Prince Lionheart antimicrobial wipes warmers. Lab tests show that our antimicrobial wipe warmer significantly inhibits the growth of bacteria and fungi. We’ve incorporated an EPA-approved antimicrobial additive called everFRESH® that makes our wipes
warmers, and the wipes inside, safer than other products on the market. The everFRESH® pillow at the bottom of our wipes warmers continuously saturates the wipes inside with water vapor and antimicrobial molecules as the everFRESH® pillow is warmed. Wipes stay moist and fresh, without browning, yellowing, or drying out like top down wipes
warmers. Our antimicrobial wipes warmers keep your wipes clean, moist, and perfectly warm, so you’re ready for whatever mess you meet. This antimicrobial ingredient isn’t only infused into our everFRESH® pillow, but it’s also molded right into the plastic in all our wipes warmers. That means even the outside of your antimicrobial wipe warmer
helps keep your hands, and your baby, protected from bacteria and fungi. Are you still concerned about safety? Us too, because we answer to a good night’s sleep®. That’s why our wipes warmers are made to be left on 24/7, so you don’t have to worry about remembering to unplug it unless you’re leaving town. We also incorporated a soft nightlight
into our antimicrobial wipe warmers so that you can see what you’re doing, even in the middle of the night. Whether you use our wipes warmer for your favorite disposable wipes or use our specially designed wipes warmer for reusable cloth wipes, Prince Lionheart antimicrobial wipe warmers are designed to put your mind at ease while making
cleanup easier for you and Baby. Family is a verb®, and it’s all about how you treat people. We want to treat you to the best wipe warmer you can buy so you can treat your baby, and yourself, to a perfectly warmed wipe that keeps Baby clean and comfortable. Because everybody loves a warm wipe, try our antimicrobial wipe warmers today.
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